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VBT’s Institute of Arts and Humanities 

(A constituent college of C. U. Shah University) 
Managed By: Wardhman Bharti Trust 

Presents 

Shakespeare Carnival 

                    (A tribute to Shakespeare on his 400th Death Anniversary)   
 

         -: Rules and Regulations for various events:- 

         

   1) English Grammar Competition: 

    

a) Eligibility:    Any student studying in Secondary / Higher Secondary classes or 

                          students of undergraduate class of any university of Gujarat is eligible to   

                          participate in open English Grammar Competition. 

   b) English Grammar Competition will be held in two categories: 

                              Category A: (For Students only) 

                              Category B: (For PG Students & Teachers of any discipline) 

Rules:     

i) English Grammar Competition question paper shall include 100 MCQ type questions. 

ii)  Questions shall be set on any grammar topic of English. 

iii) The duration of test will be 75 minutes. 

iv) Each item shall carry ONE mark. For each three incorrect answers, ONE mark will be 

deducted. 

v) Registration fee for Category A: Rs. 20/- and for Category B: Rs. 50/- 

vi) Three Prizes in each category will be awarded to the winners.  

 

2) Poetry Writing Competition: 

  i)    Four to Five different topics will be given on the spot to the participants and participant      

         may select any ONE topic for writing a poetry. 
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 ii)    Participant can write a poem in any one language from English, Gujarati or Hindi. 

 iii)   Any specific form of the poem is acceptable. 

 iv)   The duration of the competition will be ONE HOUR. 

  v)    Paper will be provided by the host institute. Candidate should bring his own pen/ pencil    

         for writing. 

vi) Candidate will not be allowed to bring any kind of text, picture or material inside the 

venue of the competition. 

vii) Two Prizes will be awarded to the winners. 

Registration Fee:  for Category A: Rs. 30/-  and  For Category B: Rs. 50/- 

3) Poetry Recitation Competition: 

i)  Only ONE poetry can be recited in any of the language from English, Hindi or Gujarati. 

ii) The participants have to bring a copy of poetry for recitation. 

iii) The time limit for recitation is minimum 5 minutes and maximum 7 minutes.  

       20 seconds gracing time will be given to the candidate. 

 iv) Participants will be judged on the basis of throw of voice, pronunciation, speech and   

       rhythm of the poetry. 

              v) Two Prizes will be awarded to the winners. 

Registration Fee: for Category A: Rs. 30/- and for Category B: Rs. 50/- 

4) Movie Screening: 

                  i) Only registered participants (First come first serve basis) & those who pay       

     additional Rs.100/- for movie, will be allowed for the show. 

ii) The spectators are invited to write review of the movie and the best TWO reviews   

     will be awarded the surprise gifts. 

iii) Registration Fee (for ALL): Rs. 100/-  

                                              (First come first serve basis and limited to 225 only) 

5) Art Gallery & Display: 

i) There is no registration fee for visiting art gallery. 

ii) This gallery comprises of monographs, articles, pictures, paintings and models 

based on the life and works of William Shakespeare. It will also include creative 

writing by the students and faculty members of the host institution. 

Note: i) Lunch will be provided to those who wish to avail by paying Rs. 60/- (for Students) 

and Rs. 100/- (for faculties and others) 


